WALKING HOLIDAYS IN EUROPE
2018

FRANCE &/OR SPAIN – QUALITY GUIDED WALKS
8-day / 7-night small group tours with regular departures from April to October each year
Over several years we have developed a wonderful selection of small group fully guided tours, mostly walking
tours, in the Lot or Dordogne Valleys of southwest France, the Pyrenees region of France bordering north east
Spain and Catalonia in northwest Spain. Food and wine play an important role in each itinerary, as do the
seasons and seasonal foods and flowers especially in spring or autumn.

Regular departures from:

3rd April to 28th October 2018 (see the price list on the last page for full details)

Small Group Guided Walking Holidays include:
*
*
*
*
*

Twin share in comfortable, quality hotels, inns and private homes - single rooms are on request.
All meals and wine (and pre meal evening drinks)
Fully guided walking, support staff and vehicle, luggage transfers
All local transport for the walks and knowledgeable guides
Maximum group size of 14.

Costs from:

$1875 per person twin share Single rooms with a supplement available on request

Our English-speaking host and guides have lived in the southwest of France for many years, enthused by the
romance and beauty of the area. Their love of the flora and fauna, their combined fascination for food, wine
and local traditions and their personal contacts make these very special holiday experiences offering
considerably more than you could find as an individual traveller.
These bespoke walking parties stay in the most charming, small, quality auberges. Beds and bathrooms are
usually spacious and extremely comfortable with lovely views over the surrounding countryside. The hospitality
is always a highlight, at the Manor House at Le Vert for example it could not be better but what guests love is
that the host, Bernard, is one of the great cooks of the region. He specialises in the Nouvelle Cuisine,
delightful cooking of sophistication and contrasts of delicate flavours.
A highlight of the Dordogne Quercy week is our stay in a beautiful private house, in the bastide village of
Domme. Our hosts here have been hoteliers in the Dordogne Quercy for many years and their hospitality and
service is second to none. The rooms are spacious and most have views of the Dordogne River and
countryside. There is a charming courtyard where we can sit and drink a glass of Saussignac or Clairet. The
setting could not be more Dordognais. And although our host Hélène, one of the best chefs in the region, has
retired from cooking she will make an exception and prepare a special dinner for us on one night.
Please note that the itinerary may change at the discretion of the guides. Mules / donkeys with an experienced
muleteer are used for support in The Dordogne and Lot Valleys only - pack animals assist with carrying day
packs and chilled water, homemade biscuits and chilled Pineau to help wash it all down. They also add to the
adventure of each day’s walk as the animals have a character all of their own.

Call OUTDOOR TRAVEL on 1800 331 582 for details or reservations

“In May this countryside is full of earthly delights of new-mown scents and nightingale valleys, filled with the
purring of turtledoves and fields so full of wild orchids that you can hardly walk without treading on them.”
Brian Jackman (UK) Daily Telegraph

FRANCE - THE DORDOGNE QUERCY
8-days / 7-nights easy walking through history and landscape
Suggested itinerary
Day 1 Meet at Toulouse airport for the transfer to the Dordogne. We stop for lunch near the beautiful abbey of
Moissac, then continue to the bastide of Villereal with its medieval covered market hall which dominates the
central square of the town. We move on to the towering bastide village of Domme overlooking the Dordogne
River. We stay three nights in a charming traditional guesthouse in the very heart of the Dordogne.
Day 2 The table is laden with your first French breakfast this morning: croissants, fruit and hot coffee. After
breakfast we drive to Lascaux IV, the international centre for cave art, with its replicas of some of the most
beautiful and famous galleries of the original cave complex. Lascaux is the most visited pre-historic site in
Europe, sometimes called the Sistine Chapel of the Stone Age. We walk from the cave to our lunch, and after
lunch there is an optional walk back to the hotel. Dinner tonight is at our hotel. Walk: @ 7km + 4km
Day 3 We visit the gardens of Eyrignac for a walk through the formal continental gardens surrounding the
manor house, then continue to Sarlat for lunch. This, one of the most beautiful villages in the Dordogne, is a
UNESCO World Heritage site. Its lauzes (stone) roofed Renaissance merchants’ houses dominate the cobbled
streets, and its shops teem with duck and other meats, nut oils, cheeses and fresh vegetables. In the
afternoon we drive to the 17th Century chateau of Marqueyssac for a walk through its stunning gardens along a
ridge above the river Dordogne; these gardens provide a contrast to Eyrignac with their asymmetrical use of
topiary. From here are views of towering castles and small river ports. We return to Domme on foot for a
special dinner cooked by our host Hélène, one of the best chefs of the region. Walk: @ 16km
Day 4 After breakfast a short transfer to the start of our walk. We walk through chestnut woods and pastures
one of the most beautiful bastides, Monpazier, founded by the English King Edward I in 1284. We lunch in the
large open square. In the afternoon we continue through oak woods towards another historical masterpiece,
Chateau Biron, used as a location for many films. We transfer to a village in the Quercy region and our
accommodation in a charming country manor house for three nights. Dinner is French cuisine refined and
beautifully presented at the hotel. Walk: @ 9km

Day 5 After breakfast we drive to a local chateau and set off by foot, with laden donkeys and our muleteer,
through the valleys of Jurassic limestone. We pass vineyards and tiny villages before arriving at the very
popular local café in the village of Saint Matré. After lunch we visit a beautiful honey-coloured 16th Century
castle, then return to our hotel for afternoon tea and free time before dinner. Walk: @ 12km
Day 6 After a light breakfast we walk across rolling lush pastures to a lavender distillery for a talk about the
making of lavender oil. We then continue on to a charming small private chateau owned by one of the oldest
families of the Quercy. We have a long and lazy lunch at a private house with fine views over the Quercy
countryside and in clear weather all the way to the Pyrenees. In the afternoon we drive back to our hotel,
where we have dinner this evening. Walk: @ 12km
Day 7 From St Vincent Rive d’Olt on the banks of the river Lot, we set off along the river with the donkeys
again. There is the chance of glimpses of herons fishing in the shallows and other river bird life before we
reach the woods where the local wild boar are often found. We arrive at the port of Albas and drive to Grezels
for lunch at a well-regarded and unpretentious restaurant where the food keeps coming and our carafe of vin
de Cahors is kept full. After lunch a short drive to one of the best Cahors vineyards, Clos Triguedina, which
goes back seven generations. We tour the vineyard and taste the excellent and incredible selection of wines.
We return to the manor house to relax before our farewell dinner. Walk: @ 11km
Day 8 After breakfast we depart to Toulouse Airport for those who need a transfer.

FRANCE - WALKING IN THE HAUT QUERCY & LOT VALLEY
8-days / 7-nights – one of our most popular guided culinary walks
This area of southwest France, known as the ‘Quercy’ and bordering the Dordogne, was given by Eleanor of
Aquitaine to Henri d’Anjou in 1152, two years before he became Henry II of England, and its beauty and
timelessness has changed little since. It is known today as the gastronomic heart of France. The Lot River is
one of the three rivers of France (along with the Dordogne and the Tarn) and this holiday will show you why!
This small-group guided walking holiday, with pack animals carrying supplies for additional support, has two
walk leaders, so easier and more challenging routes can be offered, avoiding hills if necessary. One group can
take the high road, the other take the low road and meet up later.
Suggested itinerary:
Day 1 We meet in the morning at Toulouse airport and drive to a chateau once owned by the Prince Bishops
of Cahors, now belonging to the Count and Countess d’Armagnac de Castenet. The chateau is an impressive
sight as we approach on the oak-lined drive. Wind down before dinner with tea and a wander through the
grounds. We spend two nights in their simple but beautifully restored gites and eat traditional French cuisine.
Day 2 Our first walk is a good stretch through the surrounding causses steeped in ancient history and
traditional folklore. We meander between drystone walls, the paths littered with early purple orchids in season,
and look at historic gariottes, dolmens and wells, before returning to the chateau for a picnic beneath the
massive oaks and maples. After lunch, a stroll around the grounds for those keen on walking otherwise relax,
read, paint, swim and just enjoy your surroundings at leisure. Dinner is at the chateau. Walk: @ 11km
Day 3 Walk (with guide, donkeys and muleteer) through the causse with its typical, stone-walled paths to a
remote picnic spot surrounded by Lombardy poplars and cliffs. In the afternoon we walk up to the medieval
village of St Cirq Lapopie, in an outstanding position over the river Lot, surrounded by iron red and manganese
blue cliffs. It is cited as being one of the most beautiful villages in France and staying here is a truly magical
experience. We stay at a small auberge in the heart of the village for three nights. All bedrooms have
bathrooms en suite. Dinner is in St Cirq Lapopie. Walk: @ 16km

Day 4 After breakfast we set off on foot, again with donkeys carrying the kit, crossing the Lot for far-reaching
views of the river valley. We walk to the 16th Century chateau Cénévieres where we picnic on the terrace
perched above and overlooking the river and across to a pretty hilltop village. This beautiful chateau is steeped
in history. First built by the Gordons of Scotland, it has been in the hands of the same family since they bought
it from the former Minister for War to Louis XVI, and we are privileged to visit the owner. In the afternoon we
wander back along the river valley, watching for flashing blue kingfishers, to the village hotel. Dinner is in the
village. Walk: @ 18km with vehicle option
Day 5 We drive after breakfast into the Célé river valley and walk (with donkeys) the ‘Four Bridges’ walk along
the cliffs and down along the river lined with poplars and chequered with fields of corn stooks. Another
timeless landscape where it feels as though naught has changed since the Middle Ages. We picnic in historic
Marcilhac beside a ruined abbey. In the afternoon you can either return to the hotel by vehicle or set off on foot
downstream where the last of the stone bridges spans the babbling brook. Walk: @ 7km + optional 7km
Day 6 We leave St Cirq on foot, descending to an ancient tow path, carved by bargemen into the cliffs
alongside the river, which constitutes part of the historic Chemin de St Jacques or Way of St James. We join
our vehicle and drive to the medieval city of Cahors for an excellent restaurant lunch near the cathedral, then
continue our drive through the Quercy Blanc landscape. We visit the famous medieval masterpiece of the Pont
Valentré and pass through the tiny bastide of Castelfranc before arriving at the charming manor house Le Vert
where we stay for two nights. Le Vert is characterised by impeccable hospitality and food, and the bedrooms
and ensuite bathrooms are spacious and well-appointed. Walk: @ 8km
Day 7 A short drive and then a walk through the beautiful Quercy Blanc. We visit a lavender distillery before
arriving at another lovely, privately-owned chateau with a charming history, home to a family who have been in
the Quercy since the 16th Century. After a long leisurely lunch at a table laden with local produce, we drive to
a 14th Century frescoed church, returning to our manor house for our farewell dinner. Walk: @ 11km
Day 8 The tour ends after breakfast with a transfer to Toulouse Airport.

SPAIN & FRANCE - A TASTE OF CATALUNYA
8-days / 7-night walk on the coastal regions of Barcelona, Costa Brava, eastern Pyrenees & Collioure
This itinerary on the Mediterranean Coast is a counter balance to our week in the Basque country over on the
Atlantic side of the Pyrenees Mountains. We hope to see the Casteller human towers during the gastronomic
festival of calçots. We visit Barcelona, one of the great cities of Europe and a constant source of inspirational
ideas. We can see some of the Catalan architect Anton Gaudí’s master works, both ecclesiastical and
residential, all outstanding. Most of this tour though is spent on the rugged Costa Brava, seemingly in eternal
sunshine with wonderful food and wine; we visit Sitges, one of the prettiest ports and the Porto San Stefano of
Catalunya, and we spend two nights at the famous port of Cadaques with Salvador Dali’s house in the nearby
village. Other highlights are a short boat ride round the cape, a four-star hotel overlooking the beauty of
Collioure, and a Michelin star restaurant dinner to end the tour.
Suggested itinerary *
Day 1 Arrive at Barcelona airport in the afternoon for the transfer to a charming hotel on the waterfront of the
pretty port of Sitges. This is an old style hotel in a wonderful position and we stay two nights here. Bedrooms
are simple, clean and with a balcony overlooking the blue Mediterranean. We wander into the town in the
evening for a tapas dinner in the bustling old port.

Day 2 We transfer to a small village to start our walk in the hills behind Sitges. This is a lovely hilly park full of
wild fennel, rosemary and thyme, with almond blossom in spring and with views over the Mediterranean. We
have a picnic of fresh local produce and continue our walk in the afternoon into Sitges. Dinner is again in
Sitges at another celebrated local restaurant in the old port. Walk: @12km
Day 3 After breakfast on the seafront we drive towards the sacred mountain of Catalunya: Montserrat. We
walk through vineyards and villages in the Cava region producing some excellent sparkling wines, and we will
meet one of the great makers of Cava, Pere Ventura. After lunch (a wonderful picnic of local produce, washed
down with a great deal of Cava), we visit the cellars. There is a lot of investment in Cava now and these
extraordinary cellars are a fine example of just how much investment people are making! En route to
Barcelona we visit the Colònia Güell, a workers’ village built by industrialist Eusebio Güell. Many modernista
architects had a hand in the design, but the highlight is Gaudí’s church, a test run of many of the innovations
used later in La Sagrada Familia. We continue to Barcelona, where we stay two nights in a boutique hotel near
the Barrio Gotic. Tonight we dine at Las 7 Portes, one of the oldest restaurants in the city. Walk: 9km
Day 4 After breakfast we walk first to the beautiful Gothic church of Santa Maria del Mar built in the 13th
Century by local fishermen, then continue to Gaudí’s fabulous Sagrada Familia cathedral which is still being
constructed today. Even unfinished this is one of the most extraordinary buildings of Europe and an absolute
must-see. We lunch at a traditional restaurant near Casa Batllo, one of Gaudí’s finished masterpieces, built as
a private home for a rich industrialist, which we visit in the afternoon. There may be time for an optional visit to
Palau Guell, an earlier Gaudí work. Or you may prefer to do some shopping in Barcelona’s retail precincts.
Dinner in Barcelona is at the hotel restaurant. Walk: @7km
Day 5 After breakfast we drive to Cadaques. We visit the house of Salvador Dalí, a beautiful complex of
fishermen’s cottages that Dalí slowly accumulated over time. It is very beautiful indeed with more subtle quirks
of surrealism than the shocking Dalí delirium. Perhaps this is his wife Gala’s influence; the soft feminine touch!
We then walk to our hotel, a beautiful three-star property with balconies overlooking the bay and Cadaques
itself. We stay here two nights. There should be an opportunity for an evening stroll before dinner at
Cadaques. Walk: @ 6km
Day 6 We walk out of Cadaques after breakfast, ascending through pungent yellow flowering broom and
vibrant cistus bushes. This is a fabulous walk – longer than some others, and with a couple of hills – but those
who are after a less challenging experience can opt for a cultural morning visiting the famous abbey of Pere
del Ribes. We all meet for lunch in a tiny restaurant in Port della Selva. In the afternoon, weather permitting,
we take a boat ride along the Costa Brava, weaving through the inlets along the coast before returning to
Cadaques to relax in the sea or the hotel pool or to just wander around the port. We dine at the highly
regarded family-run restaurant Can Rafa, which specialises in local seafood. Walk: @ 15km
Day 7 After breakfast we drive to Banyuls-sur-Mer in French Catalunya for a visit to the exquisite little museum
of Gustave Maillol, a sculptor of the late 19th and early 20th Centuries who lived in Banyuls and whose hugely
attractive nude figures are shown all around the world. We walk to Collioure stopping for a picnic lunch on the
way with views over the Cote Vermeille - a beautiful, pink tinged, rock coastline. Collioure is a beautiful
seaside town centred round a fortified castle and was a centre for the early 20th Century Fauve painters like
Henri Matisse and André Derain who came for its intense light and brilliant colours. In the afternoon there may
be a chance to visit the excellent shop of Chateau Pietri Geraud to sample Banyuls and Collioure wines. We
stay in a four-star relais overlooking the bay and castle of Collioure. Our farewell dinner is in the Michelinstarred restaurant Le Balandre, an exceptional end to our week. Walk: @ 11km
Day 8 After breakfast we depart Collioure for Barcelona where the tour ends. If you would like to stay on a
couple of days in this great city we would of course be delighted to arrange this for you.

FRANCE & SPAIN – WALKING IN THE BASQUE PYRENEES
8-days / 7-nights with an option to extend to visit the Guggenheim in Bilbao
In the valleys and mountains of southwest France food and wine play an important role in every itinerary, as
do the seasons and seasonal foods and the flowers and wildlife, especially in spring or in the autumn.
For this special itinerary where wine and good food complement beautiful walking, we have invited Minette
Constant MW, a British Master of Wine who lives with her family in the Béarn, overlooking the Pyrenees, to
help with our interpretation of the splendid wines along the route. Minette will introduce you to the wonderful
varietals from this corner of France as well as tasting some vintage and non vintage champagne and enjoying
more general wine conversation, naturally with the help of a good bottle or two.
Suggested itinerary:
Day 1 Meet at Biarritz airport and transfer to our accommodation at a beautiful manor house standing in
undulating countryside overlooking the Pyrenees. This is a very pretty 18th Century property with a swimming
pool and six spacious bedrooms all with an en suite bathroom. Dinner is at a restaurant in in the fortified
village of Navarrenx.
Day 2 After breakfast we wander along country lanes with views of the Pyrenees, returning to the manor
house for a picnic lunch. There is an afternoon walk to the medieval village of Sauveterre to see the old
witches’ bridge. We return to the house for wine tasting with Minette Constant and the first of several of wines
from southwest France. We dine at a charming traditional village restaurant in Laas. Walk: @ 11km
Day 3 Today’s walk from Béarn takes us into the Soule country, a small region half way between the Béarn
and the Basque, which claims to be part of neither! There is a traditional lunch in a Soule village followed by
some brisk walking to the village of Ainharp. Before dinner we have a champagne tasting with Minette and, for
dinner, having focused on the excellent regional wines on the first two nights, we enjoy the grander
appellations. We can taste red and white Bordeaux wines, chosen from Minette’s cellar, before finishing with
some delicious sweet wine. Dinner at the manor house is one of the highlights of the week. Walk: @ 15km
Day 4 We travel to St Etienne de Baigorry and visit an Irouleguy chapel and vineyard. The wine was first made
by monks for pilgrims on their way to Santiago de Compostela. Now one of the classic reds of the Southwest,
it is made with the tannat grape grown on red sandstone terraces. We visit a trout farm (some of the finest
smoked trout in the world reputedly comes from this area) and then transfer by vehicle to our walk, a circuit
with views of the dramatic hills. Afterwards we are transferred to Sare for three nights in a lovely and historic 4star hotel situated on the central square of this pretty Basque village. Dinner is at the hotel. Walk: @ 10km
Day 5 We leave the hotel to walk towards the village of Ainhoa. A little up and down in the small hills between
the two villages in this almost crater-like bowl before arriving in this classic Basque village dotted with red and
white painted houses. Lunch is in a small restaurant in Ainhoa serving traditional Basque fare before an
optional walk uphill to the tiny chapel, rewarded by outstanding views over to the Atlantic and to the foothills of
the Pyrenees (known locally as the Pyrenankles). Dinner is at the hotel, outside in the square. Walk: @ 19km
Day 6 A traditional French breakfast with dark, black coffee and freshly baked croissants before we set off into
the mountains for Spain towards Bera. We picnic on the way, with some wonderful Spanish wines and Basque
ham (from the free roaming pigs that feed on local chestnuts which lends it the delicious characteristic sweet
flavour). We return to Sare by car for a traditional Basque dinner! Walk: @ 21km

Day 7 This is the last full day for those not taking the extra day to visit the Guggenheim museum in Bilbao.
We drive to Hendaye and catch the pedestrian ferry across the bay to Hondarribia (Fuenterrabbia). This is a
very beautiful port of almost Moresque beauty with balconies and brightly coloured facades and boxed
windows three storeys high. Here we have lunch with time to enjoy exploring the old port before continuing to
San Sebastian. This is a very special city on a perfect bay with a small island. It is known as the gastronomic
capital of Europe having more Michelin-starred restaurants per square metre of city than any other! We plan to
end the day with a fresh fish dinner at a restaurant on the bay and we stay overnight at a beautifully-positioned
hotel overlooking the bay.

Day 8 The tour ends after a Spanish breakfast for those leaving San Sebastian today. Those returning to
Biarritz can arrange to take a taxi (cost @ Euros 90).
Bilbao extension: We leave for Bilbao and the world-renowned Guggenheim Museum after a relaxed
breakfast. Designed by Frank Gehry it was specifically built to house large modern or contemporary art
exhibitions of global significance. It is without doubt one of the most beautiful buildings in Europe. Gehry
designed it around the idea of boat lines and fish and, clad in titanium, it has a wonderfully curvilinear and
scaly quality, with a tremendous sense of light. Jeff Koons’ 15m puppy of flowers guards the museum like
Cerberus – an added bonus of floral contrasting with the space-age metallic structure.
We visit the Museum in the morning, followed by lunch at the famous Café Iruña, one of the top pinxtos bars in
Bilbao, before driving to San Sebastian. In the evening we indulge in delicious tapas accompanied by zuritos
(small Spanish beers) and txakoli (Basque white wine). Our farewell dinner is in a restaurant near the
cathedral which specialises in chuleta, T-bone steak served with guindilla chillies.

Day 9 After breakfast we return to France for a light lunch on the main square of Saint Jean de Luz. This is
another beautiful French port of historic interest as it was the port where Louis XIV married Marie-Therese.
Much of the old port retains its late 17th Century beauty having been rebuilt at this time following the disastrous
fire set by the Spanish in 1558. We then continue to Biarritz airport.
Other walking holidays in this style included gastronomic walks in rural Suffolk in England in summer and
The Best of the St James Way, taking in the best of the Chemin St Jacques or Way of St James from Le Puy
en Velay to Conques in France.
If you are interested in good food and cooking Outdoor Travel also offers French Cooking and Walking, A
Taste of Truffles, and A Taste of French Cooking at Home – ask for details.

Call OUTDOOR TRAVEL on 1800 331 582 for details or reservations

Outdoor Travel’s walking holidays, guided in small groups or self-guided inn-to-inn, are available in many
parts of Europe. Consider Tuscany, Umbria, Piedmont, the Amalfi Coast, the Cinque Terre, or the
Dolomites in Italy. In Spain we offer walks in Andalucia or in the Alpajurras Mountains; in France choose
Provence or Burgundy, the Vermillion Coast, Corsica, Burgundy, Alsace, the Loire or Auvergne. For
long-distance walks consider the Via Francigena, the pilgrims’ road to Rome, or England’s Coast to Coast.
Contact OUTDOOR TRAVEL for more details, brochures and reservations





Call Toll free on 1800 331 582 or (03) 57551743 or Fax (03) 57501020
Email info@outdoortravel.com.au
Web: http://www.outdoortravel.com.au
Mail: Outdoor Travel Pty Ltd, PO Box 286, Bright, VIC 3741, Australia

QUALITY SMALL GROUP GUIDED WALKS IN FRANCE, SPAIN & ENGLAND 2018
28/08/2017

All costs are in Australian Dollars - subject to exchange rate fluctuations and booking conditions
Number of
Days/Nights

Tour Cost
(twin share)

Single Room*
Supplement

Quality Small Group Guided Hotel to Hotel Walking Holidays

Escorted Departure Dates 2018

France
A Taste of Truffles
The Way of St James in France
The Lot Valley: Haut Quercy
The Dordogne Quercy
French Cooking & Walking

5 days/4 nights
8 days/7 nights
8 days/7 nights
8 days/7 nights
8 days/7 nights

$1,875
$4,270
$4,270
$4,270
$4,270

$480
$690
$690
$690
$690

3 , 10 February
7 , 14 April, 1st, 8th September
15th September
th
th
5 , 26 May
st
th
21 , 28 October

France & Spain
The Basque Pyrenees
The Basque Pyrenees & Guggenheim

8 days/7 nights
9 days/8 nights

$4,590
$5,010

$690
on request

26th April, 26th September
26th April, 26th September

Spain
Catalunya

8 days/7 nights

$4,590

$690

12 May, 6 October

Italy
Tuscany
Umbria Walking & Food

8 days/7 nights
8 days/7 nights

$4,590
$4,590

$690
$690

10 June
3rd June

England
Suffolk Walks & Fine Food
Suffolk Coast

7 days/6 nights
7 days/6 nights

$3,795
$4,010

$815
$815

8 July
th
15 July

rd

th

th

th

th

th

th

th

* The Single Supplement listed refers to a Double Room for Single Use.
There are limited numbers of singles on each tour so early booking is essential.

To make your reservations we require:
Costs are per person,
based on twin share rooms.
While every care is taken, amendments
to the itinerary details & inclusions
may occur after brochure production.
Please ask our office for current
details when making your booking.

There are separate flyers for
Taste of Truffles, French Cooking,
The Best of St James Way and Suffolk
Please ask for these itineraries.

Please note guided tours run subject to
minimum numbers. Please ask when booking.

● a signed and completed booking form and
● a deposit of $1500 per person
Send these to your travel agent or to
Outdoor Travel Pty Ltd,
PO Box 286, Bright, VIC 3741
Tel: 03 5750 1441 / 03 5755 1743, Fax: 03 5750 1020
Email to: info@outdoortravel.com.au

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL OUTDOOR TRAVEL Pty Ltd on 1800 331 582 or (03) 57501441 or EMAIL info@outdoortravel.com.au

